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Inc. (ADI) has introduced the first in a new series of iCoupler® digital isolators that offers a total bandwidth of 10 Gigabits per second. The ADN4624 digital isolator provides four channels at ...
Analog Devices Announces 10Gbps iCoupler Digital Isolator
KODAK PROSPER Imprinting Systems – a perfect package for conventional packaging processes. From flexible packaging and labels to folding carton and corrugated boxes, digital is ...
Kodak’s Solution for Digital Packaging Printing
Metawave today announced that its TURBO 5G repeater is the first platform of its kind to use Analog Devices’ ADMV4828 beamforming chipset. This enables Metawave’s TURBO platform to reach an overall ...
Metawave Selects Analog Devices’ Beamforming Technology for Turbo 5G Repeater to Expand Radio Coverage and Decrease Deployment Cost
Home to around 100,000 residents across 974 square miles – a population about the size of the Arden-Arcade area of metropolitan Sacramento – Nevada County did well in the 19th annual Digital Counties ...
Collaboration, Cybersecurity Work Helped One Jurisdiction Win in Digital Counties Awards
There is a real opportunity in digital radio to address what is known as “the digital divide” – that is, the gap between communities with access to internet-enabled services and those without, based ...
The power of digital radio: Tuning to equitable infotainment around the globe
Ruselectronics Holding will demonstrate at MAKS-2021 the S-111 communications system from the Su-57 fifth-generation fighter jet. The equipment provides secure radio communication and aircraft data ...
New Communication System for Russian Su-57 Fighter to be Shown at MAKS 2021
Here is h o w computer scientists see the superiority of a digital brain over our analog and digital-mixed brain. While analog computers rely on physical processes to make calculations, digital ...
Why the digital brain will prevail over the analog brain
When the fastest swimmers in the United States met last month at CHI Health Center Omaha to determine who would go on to Tokyo, Riedel’s Artist and Bolero intercom systems helped Dodd Technologies ...
Riedel Intercom Systems Propel Dodd Technologies’ Orchestration of U.S. Swim Trials for Broadcast/Streaming
The ability to transmit and receive data is crucial in space exploration. Spacecraft need robust networking capabilities to send data—including large files like photos and videos—captured by onboard ...
Upgrades to NASA's space communications infrastructure pave the way to higher data rates
Once again, the failing emergency communications equipment in Hawkins County was the topic of a recent heated exchange at the July 21 Public Safety Committee meeting.
Delays in replacement emergency communications system sparks heated comments from commissioner
A new digital radio system from Motorola Solutions (NYSE: MSI) and communications partner Central Radio Services (CRS) is helping New Zealand’s City Forests to work more safely and efficiently while ...
Motorola Solutions Enhances Communication Across A Boundless Forest Landscape In New Zealand
The Carter County Commission is considering a countywide project to install an all new communications system that would connect 10 different agencies and enable users to hear and ...
Carter County Commission considers new communications system
The number of smartphones, laptops and other devices connected to the internet is continuously increasing. This expanding network of connected devices, also known as the Internet of Things (IoT), ...
Researchers realize a printed millimetre-wave modulator and antenna array for backscatter communications
Innovative digital communication solution increases coverage and security for Otago forest workers during the pandemic and beyond. A new digital radio system from Motorola Solutions and communications ...
Motorola enhances communication across New Zealand forests
Instrumentation technicians analysing environmental parameters or for process safety and optimisation rely on robust and dependable communication between the field devices (such ...
New Modbus RTU communication capabilities brings renown sample gas cooler into the digital age
In 2015, USU — which educates students who want to serve in federal health professions, similar to the mission of the military academies — converted its phones from conventional analog lines to ...
VoIP Upgrades Bring New Features to Federal Phone Systems
The equipment provides radio-telephone communications and an exchange of the plane’s data with other aircraft of various designation and also with ground, aerial and naval command and control posts ...
Russia to unveil Su-57’s latest communications system at MAKS-2021 air show
Global Aircraft Communication System Market is valued approximately USD 3.8 billion in 2019 and is anticipated to grow with a healthy growth rate of more than 11% over the forecast period 2019-2026.
Aircraft Communication System Market Growth and Geographical Regions to 2026
Heilind Electronics, a leading distributor of electronic components and an authorized distributor for All Sensors Corporation (an Amphenol company), has added the manufacturer's ELV Series of analog ...
All Sensors ELV Series Analog and Digital Pressure Sensors Now Available at Heilind Electronics
China’s government has proposed encouraging digital enterprises to speed up construction of overseas research and development centers and strengthen cooperation with tech firms abroad in areas such as ...
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